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ČASOVÉ ROZVRŽENÍ UČIVA
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2016/2017
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ČASOVÁ DOTACE:
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1.POLOLETÍ

Grammar: auxiliary verbs (to be, to have, to do), English and Czech spelling and
orthography, activity verbs
Vocabulary: compound nouns, ordinal and cardinal numbers, time expressions
Pronunciation: diphthongs and tripthongs, accent in indicative sentences and questions
Speaking: introducing myself, in a contact with a foreigner, greeting, asking someone
Free Time
Grammar: Present Simple, questions, question words, negation, singular and plural nouns
Vocabulary: Hobbies and interests, my daily routine, school subjects, school and its
equipment
Reading: An unusual hobby
Listening: The right job
Culture focus: School clubs
Writing: Email about your hobbies and interests
Speaking: English accent, dis/agreeing with someone
Conversation topic: the USA (geography, culture, economics)
Helping other people
Grammar: Present continuous, Present simple vs. continuous, personal and possessive
pronouns
Vocabulary: Rooms and housework, housing, house equipment
Reading: Helping at a hospital, Let´s give him a hand
Listening: Radio interview with a volunteer in Namibia
Speaking: Talking about housework, apology
Writing: Email about organizing a party
Who´s your hero?
Grammar: Past simple (be and regular verbs), adjective verb
Vocabulary: Phrasal verbs
Reading: Erin Brockovich
Conversation topic: the UK (geography, culture, economics)
Listening: Presentation of “my hero”
Speaking: Talking about past
Culture in mind: Remembering heroes
Writing: Three paragraphs about your hero

2.POLOLETÍ

Making friends
Grammar: Past simple (irregular verbs, questions, short answers)
Reading: A ping-pong friendship that changed the world
Vocabulary: Sports, sports equipment, countries and cities
Listening: Song: You´ve got a friend in me
Speaking: Retelling a story
Writing: Email about your enjoyable weekend
Conversation topic: Australia and New Zealand (geography, culture, economics)
Successful people
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Grammar: have to, don´t have to
Vocabulary: Money, Jobs, Work
Listening: Descriptions of future jobs, talking about success
Speaking: Describing job requirements, writing short CV, talking about people and
their jobs
Reading: Following a dream
Culture in mind: Teenagers: earning money
Writing: Description of a job
Eat for life
Vocabulary: Food and drink
Grammar: Countable and uncountable nouns
Listening: School canteen dialogue
Speaking: Talking about food and fitness, in a restaurant
Writing: Paragraph about food and fitness
Reading: A double ice cream...
Conversation topics: Canada (geography, culture, economics)
Learning languages
Grammar: Comparatives and superlatives
Vocabulary: Language learning
Listening: Interviews about language learning
Speaking: Comparing languages, Speaking about English language learning, map
orientation, helping a stranger with a map
Reading: Speaking in many tongues
Grammar and vocabulary revision
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